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We discuss experimental and theoretical aspects of a low-noise fiber-laser frequency comb, including the ex-
perimental configuration and the major contributions to the frequency noise and linewidth of the individual
comb modes. Intracavity noise sources acting on the mode-locked laser determine the free-running comb line-
width and include environmental changes, pump noise, and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). Extracav-
ity noise sources acting outside of the laser typically determine the signal-to-noise ratio on the comb lines and
include environmental effects, shot noise, and noise generated during supercontinuum generation. Feedback
strongly suppresses these intracavity noise contributions, yielding a system that operates with comb line-
widths and timing jitter below the quantum limit set by the intracavity ASE. Finally, we discuss correlations
in the residual noise across a phase-locked comb. © 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 140.3510, 120.3930.
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. INTRODUCTION
iber-laser frequency combs have recently been the sub-

ect of a great deal of research and development [1–15].
hey are based on the same principles as the solid-state
i:sapphire frequency comb [16–19], namely, stabilizing
ll the individual modes of a passively mode-locked laser
o a single microwave or optical reference (see Fig. 1). In
he frequency domain, the stabilized output forms a comb
f optical frequencies spanning a large spectral region,
ypically from 1 to 2 �m. One revolutionary application of
requency combs has been the precise measurement of op-
ical frequencies; the frequency of a laser source is deter-
ined simply by measuring the frequency of its hetero-

yne beat against a given, well-defined, comb mode. This
requency metrology has clear applications to optical
locks [18], spectroscopy, and basic characterization of op-
ical laser sources. Other potential applications include
ength metrology [20,21], coherent remote sensing [22],
istribution of time and frequency over fiber networks
23,24], and the generation of stable microwaves [25]. For
any of these applications, fiber-laser-based frequency

ombs are an attractive tool, and indeed there are several
ommercial products available [26,27]. Fiber-based fre-
uency combs are relatively compact and robust com-
ared to solid-state frequency combs. They cover a wave-
ength range that overlaps the optimum transmission
indow of optical fiber, the gain bandwidth of Er-based
mplifiers, and the operating bandwidth of a wide array
f fiber-optic components developed for telecommunica-
ions. To date, only Er-based fiber frequency combs have
een demonstrated, but Yb-based fiber-laser frequency
ombs operating at 1 �m should be possible as well.

The general configuration of the frequency comb is
hown in Fig. 2. It is based on a passively mode-locked fi-
er laser [28,29] that emits a pulse train in the time do-
ain. This forms a frequency comb in the frequency do-
0740-3224/07/081756-15/$15.00 © 2
ain, the “comb teeth” of which are just the modes of the
ode-locked laser. These modes lie at optical frequencies

iven by the basic comb equation vn=nfr+ f0, where n is
he mode number, fr is the repetition frequency (the in-
erse of the pulse train period), and f0 is the carrier-
nvelope offset frequency (see Fig. 1 and Refs. [16–19]).
eft on its own, such a comb can drift in frequency space.
emarkably, however, stabilization of only 2 degrees of

reedom of the comb automatically results in stabilization
f all the comb modes [16–19]. The first attempt at stabi-
izing a fiber frequency comb was through locking a mode-
ocked fiber laser to a Ti:sapphire-laser frequency comb
30]. However since the first measurements of the comb
ffset frequency, f0, in a fiber-laser system [31,32], present
ber-laser frequency combs have used self-referenced de-
ection of f0 to stabilize the comb. With the detection of f0,
he comb can either be locked directly to a single micro-
ave reference [Fig. 1(a)] or to a single optical reference

Fig. 1(b)] [18,33,34] to form a stable comb of lines in fre-
uency space. Fiber combs have developed rapidly from
he first fully self-referenced, phase-locked system [1] to
ore compact f0 detection [2], two-branch systems that

ermit access to visible wavelengths through frequency
oubling [4], variable repetition rate combs [5], systems
apable of operating for weeks and with excellent residual
tability [6,13,15], combs with very low phase noise on the
ffset frequency [7,11,12], and finally to combs with sub-
ertz residual linewidths [14].
The main performance metric of the frequency comb is

ow faithfully it reproduces the stability, phase noise, and
inewidth of the reference to which it is locked across the
eeth of the comb. Initial fiber frequency combs showed
oisy performance; for example, the offset-frequency line-
idth was �100 kHz as opposed to the hertz-level line-
idths achieved in solid-state frequency combs [35]. For
pplications in which the comb is locked to a microwave
007 Optical Society of America
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eference, this noise is unimportant since the average po-
ition of the comb line can still be counted far better than
he stability of the microwave reference (typically �10−13

t 1 s). However, a number of applications require locking
he comb to an optical reference. Examples include com-
aring state-of-the-art optical clocks and coherent lidar.
n such cases, the linewidth and phase noise of the optical
eference source should be faithfully transferred to each
ooth in the comb; for a subhertz linewidth laser reference
ource, one would desire similar subhertz linewidths on
he comb teeth (appropriately scaled by wavelength). Re-
ently, a narrow linewidth, low phase-noise fiber-laser fre-
uency comb has been demonstrated by first narrowing
he offset-frequency linewidth [7,11,12] and then by phase
ocking a single mode to an optical reference [14]. The
elative integrated phase noise on the individual modes,
easured by comparing two such phase-locked combs,
as �1 rad on the �200 THz optical carrier with a corre-

pondingly instrument-limited linewidth. At these low
oise levels, the fiber frequency comb operates below the
uantum limit [36–38] on mode-locked fiber lasers im-
osed by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) within
he feedback bandwidth.

This paper discusses various noise sources that impact
he frequency comb performance, describes our current
ow-noise fiber frequency comb system emphasizing those

ig. 1. Simplified schematic of the frequency comb output of a fi
ode-locked laser. Supercontinuum generation after the laser ex

overing an octave of bandwidth) but the basic comb structure i
ection. The comb can then be locked to (a) a microwave referen
ocking one comb tooth at vnref to the optical reference and f0 to a

ig. 2. Schematic of a fiber-laser frequency comb, which consis
inuum generation, and detection of the offset frequency f0, repe
eterodyne detetection with a cw reference laser). The comb is
ower (shown as a dashed line). Noise sources are shown in gray
erturbations, ASE-induced quantum noise, and pump fluctuatio
urbations, shot noise, and excess phase noise generated during
spects important to low-noise operation, and finally ad-
resses the issue of correlated noise across the phase-
ocked frequency comb. A number of noise sources that
an perturb the comb are shown in Fig. 2. These noise
ources can be divided into two groups: intracavity noise
ources, which perturb the mode-locked laser itself, and
xtracavity noise sources, which act on the frequency
omb after the laser. These various noise sources are rea-
onably well understood [8,9,11,12,36–42] and have very
ifferent effects on the comb.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an

verview of the physical configuration of a fiber frequency
omb. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the various noise terms
nd quantify their impact on the free-running frequency
omb in terms of both the tooth linewidth and the fre-
uency noise power spectral density (PSD) on each tooth.
ere we show that different noise sources of Fig. 2 will
ominate, ranging from environmental noise to pump-
nduced noise to ASE-induced quantum noise to supercon-
inuum noise, depending on the optical frequency of the
omb tooth and the Fourier frequency of the noise. Section

gives a more detailed description of our present fre-
uency comb and compares its noise with the model of
ection 3. Section 5 also provides some additional data on
he in-loop performance of the fully phase-locked comb.
ection 6 discusses the correlation of residual noise across

ser frequency comb. The comb teeth are simply the modes of the
this mode structure over a much wider spectral range (typically
rved. The offset frequency, f0, is detected by self-referenced de-
locking fr and f0 to the reference or (b) an optical reference by
fraction of the derived repetition rate.

mode-locked fiber laser, Er-fiber amplifier, HNLF for supercon-
requency fr, and frequency of an optical comb line �nref (through
zed through electronic feedback to the cavity length and pump
cavity noise acting directly on the laser includes environmental
racavity noise acting after the laser includes environmental per-
ontinuum generation.
ber-la
tends
s prese
ce by
fixed
ts of a
tition f
stabili
. Intra

ns. Ext
superc
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he comb. Appendix A includes a brief discussion of fre-
uency noise PSDs and its connection with the comb line-
idth.

. OVERVIEW OF THE FIBER-LASER
REQUENCY COMB
. Generating the Comb
he design of a fiber-laser frequency comb, given in Fig. 2,
onsists of five basic elements: (1) a passively mode-locked
ber laser, (2) an amplifier, (3) highly nonlinear fiber
HNLF) for supercontinuum generation, (4) photodetec-
ion of f0 and either fr or fbeat=�opt−�nref (where �opt is the
requency of an optical reference and �nref is the frequency
f an adjacent comb tooth), and (5) feedback electronics to
he laser cavity length and pump power. A number of dif-
erent laser designs have been successfully employed in-
luding a figure-eight laser [1], a soliton ring laser [9], a
tretched-pulse fiber ring laser [3,4,14], a Fabry–Perot la-
er using a saturable absorber [2,7], and a simplified ring
aser [13]. The direct output of the mode-locked laser pro-
uces a frequency comb over a 20–80 nm spectral width.
he output pulses are amplified to �1 nJ and injected

nto a piece of HNLF to generate a comb spanning from
1 to �2 �m [43,44].

. Detection
etection of fr is easily accomplished by detecting a por-

ion of the output pulse train. The full octave of spectral
andwidth of the comb from the HNLF permits detection
f f0 through the f-to-2f self-referencing technique
17,31,45]; the long-wavelength end of the supercon-
inuum is doubled and heterodyned against the short-
avelength end to produce a beat at f0 as is easily verified
y considering the basic equation vn=nfr+ f0 for the comb
requencies. This f-to-2f detection can be implemented
ith a standard Mach–Zehnder configuration [17], a col-

inear configuration [2,46], or a hybrid configuration,
here the output of a collinear system is directed to a
ach–Zehnder interferometer. Theoretically, the offset

requency is defined as f0=�c�1−vgr /vph�, where �c is the
arrier frequency, vgr is the average group velocity, and
ph is the average phase velocity of the cavity. For a fiber
aser, this yields the experimentally inaccessible value of
0�1–3 THz [8,47]. However, f-to-2f detection actually
enerates an rf comb at f0±kfr and experimentally we se-
ect one rf comb tooth at �100 MHz, representing the
true” f0 downshifted by the appropriate harmonic of the
epetition rate. The distinction is typically unimportant
rovided one is consistent in using either the “theoretical”
1–3 THz value for f0 or the experimentally accessible
100 MHz value.

. Feedback Mechanisms and the Fixed Points
he final component in the comb is the feedback to the la-
er (shown as a dashed line in Fig. 2) to stabilize the
omb. To define the mode frequencies with respect to a mi-
rowave reference, the modes are taken as �n=nfr+ f0 and
oth the repetition frequency, fr, and offset frequency, f0,
re phase locked to the microwave reference [as in Fig.
(a)] by feeding back to the cavity length and pump
ower, respectively. Alternatively, to lock to an optical ref-
rence, an individual comb line at �nref (with mode num-
er nref) is locked to the optical reference by feeding back
o the cavity length [as in Fig. 1(b)]. In that case, the
omb modes are �n=r�nref+ �1−r�f0, where r=n /nref. To
chieve a very low phase-noise comb with approximately
ertz-level linewidths, only an optical reference will have
he requisite phase coherence.

The action of the feedback on the comb modes is best
escribed using the fixed-point formalism of Telle and co-
orkers [10,48]. In fact, this same fixed-point formalism

s extremely useful in describing the various intracavity
oise terms since it encompasses the correlations across
he comb in a particularly compact manner and will be
sed later in Section 3. The basic idea is simple: changing
given parameter for the comb will cause the comb to ex-
and or contract (or breathe) about a single fixed-point
requency, �fix. Different perturbations will have different
xed points and cause different magnitude of breathing of
he comb. The fixed frequency �fix does not necessarily fall
n a comb tooth or within the spectrum of the comb, but it
ill be finite except for the extremely rare case of a per-

urbation affecting only fo and not fr.
Mathematically, the fixed point is easily derived

10,28]. Consider a perturbation, �X, to one particular pa-
ameter of the mode-locked laser, X (in this case, the
ump power or cavity length, but possibly the cavity loss,
ngle of a rotation plate, etc.). This perturbation will
hange the offset frequency by an amount �f0= ��X�dXf0,
he repetition rate by an amount, �fr= ��X�dXfr, and the
th comb mode frequency by ��n�n�fr+�f0 (where dX in-
icates a derivative with respect to X). This change in the
omb mode frequency vanishes at nfix

X =−dXf0 /dXfr, so that
he fixed point is simply �fix

X �nfix
X fr+ f0. The comb spacing

ill breathe about this point by an amount �fr= ��X�dXfr.
ne more comment is helpful. If the perturbation affects
nly the pulse round-trip time without affecting the car-
ier phase, the fixed point is at the carrier frequency. In
ther words, the mode near the carrier frequency is un-
erturbed, while the offset frequency (as the comb mode
ear zero) is strongly perturbed. On the other hand, a per-
urbation that shifts the carrier phase and arrival time
ommensurately has a fixed point at zero frequency. In
ther words, the mode at the carrier frequency is strongly
erturbed, while the offset frequency is relatively unper-
urbed.

In addition to providing a satisfying intuitive picture of
he comb response, the fixed point can be calculated from
erived transfer functions (see Ref. [8], for example) or is
asily measured experimentally [9] by applying a square
ave to the given parameter, here the pump power or cav-

ty length, and measuring the resulting change fr and f0.
igure 3 shows some example data used in determining

he fixed points for pump power and cavity length
hanges of �fix

pump=206 THz and �fix
length=1.0 THz, respec-

ively.
Since the fixed point for pump power modulation,

fix
pump, is near the carrier frequency, �c, any variations in
he pump power are enormously leveraged in terms of
heir effect on the offset frequency; hence the pump power
s used to control the offset frequency. Similarly, since the
xed point for cavity length variations is at low frequen-
ies, any variations in the cavity length are enormously
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everaged in terms of their effect on the optical frequen-
ies; hence the cavity length is used to phase lock the rel-
vant comb tooth at �nref to the optical reference. Tight
hase locking requires high feedback bandwidth. For cav-
ty length control, either a high-bandwidth piezoelectric
ransducer actuator [14] or an electro-optic phase modu-
ator [49] can be used. For pump power control, the band-
idth can be extended using phase-lead compensation be-
ond the laser response bandwidth of �10 kHz [11,12].
In principle, other control parameters such as cavity loss,
ber birefringence, or cavity dispersion can provide feed-
ack [8]; however, these approaches have not provided
igher phase-locking bandwidth or dynamic range.)
A more detailed description of a fiber-laser frequency

omb and its performance is given later in Section 5. For
ow though, we turn our attention to the noise sources
hat seek to disrupt the frequency comb.

. NOISE AND LINEWIDTH ON A
REE-RUNNING COMB: OVERVIEW
he performance of the fiber frequency comb is deter-
ined by the noise on the comb lines. In this section, we

ummarize the dominant noise sources acting on the fiber
omb including their physical origins and their effect on
he frequency comb. The various noise sources were al-

ig. 3. (Color online) Example data illustrating the measure-
ents of the fixed point for pump power and cavity length varia-

ions. (a) Counted change in fr and f0 in a 0.1 s counter gate time
or a 0.1 Hz square wave in pump power. The sign of �f0 is am-
iguous and must be determined by a separate reference laser.
rom these data, the fixed point is �fix

pump= �3.3 MHz/0.80 Hz�
50 MHz=206 THz or 1460 nm. Also evident are a slow drift of

he repetition rate and the thermal effects of changing the pump
ower. (b) Counted change in fr and f0 in a 0.1 s counter gate time
or a 0.1 Hz square wave modulation of the cavity length. The
xed point is �fix

length= �1.1 MHz/53 Hz��50 MHz=1.04 THz, as ex-
ected given the group and phase velocities of the optical fiber.
ote that if an intracavity air path were used, the fixed point
ould be 0 Hz (see Subsection 4.A). (c) Schematic illustrating the

ffect of cavity length and pump-power variations given the mea-
ured fixed points. Solid lines indicate comb modes with optical
ower, dashed lines indicate projected comb modes with no opti-
al power.
eady introduced in Fig. 2 and can be divided into two
roups: “intracavity” noise that affects the circulating la-
er pulse train and “extracavity” noise that affects the
ulse train after the laser. Intracavity noise includes en-
ironmentally driven fluctuations in the cavity length and
oss [8,36,37], pump-induced noise [11,12], and ASE-
riven noise [36–38]. Extracavity noise sources include
ath-length fluctuations, shot noise from the limited
ower per comb tooth, and noise generated during super-
ontinuum generation [39–42]. These two noise groups
iffer significantly in their impact on the comb in two im-
ortant ways.
First, the comb performance is much more sensitive to

ntracavity noise than extracavity noise. This sensitivity,
s measured by the linewidth or frequency jitter, arises
rom the fact that the same perturbation that might cause
hite phase noise outside the cavity will cause white fre-
uency noise inside the cavity. For example, a length
hange outside the laser cavity will causes a phase shift in
he comb mode electric fields, while a length change in-
ide the laser cavity will shift the repetition frequency
nd therefore cause a frequency shift in the comb modes.
s a second example, ASE added outside the cavity by an
mplifier will cause a white phase noise floor, while ASE
dded inside the cavity will cause white frequency noise,
.g., the “quantum-limited” frequency jitter on the repeti-
ion rate and individual comb modes. In summary, intra-
avity noise broadens the comb linewidth while extracav-
ty noise decreases the comb “visibility” by increasing the
oise floor.
Second, the intracavity noise is much better behaved

han extracavity noise; intracavity noise can be described
sing the same fixed-point formalism discussed in Sub-
ection 2.C, while extracavity noise in general cannot.
onsequently the intracavity noise can usually be sup-
ressed through feedback to the mode-locked laser while
xtracavity noise in general cannot. This simple behavior
or intracavity noise follows from the fundamental as-
umption that the noise will perturb the pulse train only
y modifying the pulse energy, carrier frequency, pulse ar-
ival time, and carrier phase to lowest order [8,36]. (The
ulse chirp can also be modified, but the effect of this
odification is typically quite small [8].) It will not funda-
entally break up the output pulse train or act on one

omb mode to the exclusion of all others. This extremely
owerful assumption is a result of assuming a consistent
aser output [36] and has been effectively verified in tests
f frequency comb stability conducted so far. In the fre-
uency domain, the consequence is that the basic comb
tructure remains intact, so that intracavity noise simply
ntroduces time dependence to the basic comb equation;
he simple expression �n=nfr+ f0 becomes �n�T�=nfr�T�
f0�T�, where T is a time slow compared with the cavity
ound-trip time [8]. Therefore, the noise on all the indi-
idual comb modes is completely determined by the noise
n the repetition rate and offset frequency, which allows
he use of the fixed-point model discussed earlier. [The ef-
ect of ideal supercontinuum broadening after the laser is
nly to “populate” more mode frequencies with actual
ight, so that the �n�T� cover more of the spectrum.] On
he other hand, a given extracavity noise source can cause
oise that varies in a complicated manner across the
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omb that is incompatible with the expression �n�T�
nfr�T�+ f0�T�. As a simple example, consider the detec-

ion shot noise, which will be set by the power in an indi-
idual comb tooth. Since the amplitude of the supercon-
inuum output varies by orders of magnitude across the
omb spectrum [see Fig. 2(b)], so will the detection shot
oise floor. Some extracavity noise, such as external path-

ength fluctuations, that are common mode to the entire
omb can, however, be reduced by feedback. The effect of
he two categories of noise terms is emphasized in Fig. 4.

To develop a quantitative picture of the noise, we will
se the frequency noise power spectral density. We can
egin by observing that noise causes an individual mode
requency to fluctuate with time, ��n�T�. Just as with rf
scillators [50], these fluctuations can be characterized by
he PSD, S�n�f�= ���̃n

2� in Hz2/Hz, where the tilde repre-
ents a Fourier transform with respect to T and f is the
ourier conjugate variable. This frequency noise PSD de-
cribes a jitter of the comb tooth n at a modulation fre-
uency f with a variance of S�n�f�. Equivalently, the phase
oise PSD, S�n�f�= f−2S�n�f� describes the fluctuations on
he phase of the comb mode. See Appendix A for more de-
ails.

The total frequency noise PSD from multiple, uncorre-
ated noise sources is calculated by simply adding up the
oise PSDs from the various sources, giving

�1.1�

here the dependence of each PSD on Fourier frequency,
, is suppressed.

The intracavity noise is described by the first four
erms: length fluctuations S�n

length [8,38], loss fluctuations

�n
loss [8], pump noise S�n

pump [11,12], and ASE quantum

ig. 4. Schematic showing the effect of various noise terms on
he comb. Solid lines indicate comb modes with optical power,
ashed lines indicate projected comb modes with no optical
ower. Intracavity noise sources (environmental length and loss
uctuations, pump noise and ASE-induced noise) cause fre-
uency jitter, which is well described by a breathing motion of
he comb about a fixed frequency. The jitter increases quadrati-
ally as one moves away from the fixed point. Depending on the
oise, the jitter will decrease at higher modulation frequencies

which is not captured in this figure). The extracavity noise
auses a strongly varying phase noise floor and is more difficult
o quantify. Note the fixed point for the length fluctuations differs
rom Fig. 3 since here we assume all the fiber in the cavity is
qually stretched whereas for the fiber stretcher only the proper-
ies of the fiber being stretched were important.(Also see Fig. 4 of
ef. [38]).
oise S�n
ASE [36–38], (and for simplicity, we assume the en-

ironmentally induced loss and length terms are uncorre-
ated). As discussed above, each of these intracavity noise
erms can be described using the fixed-point formalism
See Subsection 2.C and Refs. [10,48]) as

S�n
X = ��n − �fix

X �2Sr
X�f�, �1.2�

here Sr
X�f�= fr

−2�dXfr
��2SX�f� is the PSD of the fractional

epetition-rate fluctuations driven by the fluctuations in
he parameter X, and �fix

X �nfix
X fr+ f0 is the “fixed point” for

hat given parameter. This formalism has the advantage
f avoiding the otherwise awkward inclusion of a cross-
orrelation term �dXf0��dXfr�. Equation (1.2) describes the
reathing motion of the comb about the fixed points, pic-
ured in Fig. 4. It also includes the fact that this motion
an roll off with high modulation frequencies depending

n the spectral shape of Sr
X�f�= fr

−2�dXfr
��2SX�f�, which in

urn depends on the Fourier-frequency dependence of the

aser response �dXfr
�� (i.e., the transfer function between

erturbations in X and the repetition rate) and the
ourier-frequency dependence of the noise source SX�f�.
The extracavity noise is described by the remaining

hree terms: excess noise during supercontinuum genera-
ion, S�n

supercontinuum [42], shot noise, S�n
shot noise, and length

uctuations, S�n
length,ext. The supercontinuum noise and

hot noise can be grouped together since they both result
n white phase noise, which raises the overall noise floor
s depicted in Fig. 4.
The frequency noise predicted from Eq. (1.1) is plotted

n Fig. 5 at three different points across the comb, corre-
ponding to �n=0, c / �1535 nm�, and c / �1126 nm�. The con-
ribution from each individual PSD term in Eq. (1.1) is
ummarized in Table 1. For each individual PSD contri-
ution to the noise, the scaling with Fourier frequency, f,
nd with optical frequency, �n, is given by the formulas in
ection 4. The overall magnitude of each component is
aried to fit with the experiment. In Section 4, these fitted
alues are compared with the values expected based on
heory.

Several trends are evident in the overall PSD plots
iven in Fig. 5. In general, the frequency noise is domi-
ated by environmental effects at low frequency, by pump
oise for low-middle range of frequencies, quantum-

imited noise for higher frequencies, and ultimately by
he white phase noise contribution from supercontinuum
oise or shot noise for even higher frequencies. The exact
ransition frequencies between the various dominant
echanisms will depend on the position across the comb.
or example, at the wings of the comb (1 or 2 �m), envi-
onmental noise dominates below 500 Hz, pump noise
ominates from 0.5–50 kHz, quantum-limited noise
ominates from 50–500 kHz, and supercontinuum and
hot noise from 500 kHz and up. Near the center of the
omb �1.5 �m�, environmental noise dominates up to
0–100 kHz, and supercontinuum and shot noise domi-
ates for higher frequencies.
Lasers are often specified by their linewidth. In some

ases, the quoted laser linewidth is the Lorentzian line-
idth inferred from the white frequency noise at large
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ourier frequency offsets, rather than a FWHM; this
ethod can seriously underrepresent the FWHM width

y not incorporating low-frequency jitter. Here, we con-
ider the FWHM linewidth. Since the frequency noise
ypically diverges at low Fourier frequency (i.e., 1/f noise),
e must furthermore specify an observation time for the

inewidth, taken as 1 ms in Fig. 6. In general, a numerical
alculation is required to generate the linewidth from the
requency noise PSD, S�n, but various analytical approxi-
ations do exist for simple PSD shapes (see Appendix A).
igure 6 gives the linewidths across the comb based on
he frequency noise PSDs in Fig. 5. As also shown in Refs.
11,12], the pump-induced noise is expected to dominate
he linewidths away from the comb center.

Section 4 describes each term in Eq. (1.1) in more de-
ail. In particular, while the fixed-point picture is useful
n picturing the comb motion for intracavity noise, it does
ot tell us the values for fixed-point �fix

X and magnitude
nd spectral shape of the repetition-rate fluctuations Sr

X.
he results of Section 4 are also summarized in Table 1.

ig. 5. (Color online) Calculated frequency noise PSD for a free-
unning comb for the mode at (a) f0, (b) 1535 nm, (c) 1126 nm.
he total contribution (thick, black curve) comprises the three in-

racavity contributions: pump noise, ASE-induced quantum
oise, and environmental fluctuations (on both cavity length and

oss); and two extracavity contributions: environmental fluctua-
ions and the combined effect of shot noise and excess noise gen-
rated during supercontinuum formation. This last term is di-
ectly connected with the SNR ratio of the measured signal and
hus is labeled as “SNR limit” in the graphs. The SNR ranges
rom 43, 35, and 35 dB in a 300 kHz bandwidth for plots (a)–(c)
chosen to agree with data presented later). Other values used in
he plots are listed in Table 1.
. INDIVIDUAL NOISE TERMS
. Intracavity Noise: Pump Induced
he Er gain medium in the laser is pumped by a Fabry–
erot, fiber-Bragg-grating stabilized diode laser at either
80 or 1480 nm. These pump lasers exhibit both technical
/ f and white amplitude noise that will cause noise on the
omb mode frequencies. In Ref. [8], the effect of pump
ower on the mode frequencies was analyzed using a
oment-based perturbation theory and the master equa-

ion for a soliton fiber laser. The exact same effects will be
resent in a stretched-pulse laser, since they are funda-
ental to the propagation of a pulse around the laser cav-

ty, and could be similarly derived starting from the mas-
er equation. Instead, we can follow the general
evelopment in Section 2 of Ref. [8], to write down the
ensitivity of the repetition frequency to slow changes in
he pump power, P, for either a solitonic or stretched-
ulse laser as [8,9]

�dfr

dP�
0

= − fr
2	�2

d�c

dP
+ �rms�3

d�rms

dP
+ 	g

−1
dg

dP
+

�

�c

dA2

dP 
 ,

�1.3�

here the first term results from the change in the round-
rip time due to the net cavity dispersion, �2, coupled with
ump-induced shifts in the carrier frequency, �c=2
�c.
hese frequency shifts can be further delineated as a Ra-
an self-frequency shift and a shift due to a frequency-

ependent loss. The second term results from the change
n the round-trip time due to the net third-order cavity
ispersion, �3, coupled with pump-induced shifts in the
ms spectral width, �rms. The third term results from the
esonant contribution from the Er gain assuming a
orentzian gain shape with peak value g and bandwidth
g. The derivative dg /dP will depend strongly on the ef-

ective nonlinear loss in the laser. The final term is the
onlinear self-steepening contribution from the lumped
ber nonlinearity, �, and the peak of the electric field en-
elope A. The exact value of the derivative dA2 /dP will
epend on the coupling between the pulse energy and
idth and therefore will depend on the laser dynamics

i.e., whether it is solitonic, dispersion-managed soliton,
tretched pulse, etc.) but will be proportional to A2 /P. For
fiber-laser system this last term is typically of negligible
mplitude [8]. In addition to the timing shifts, the carrier
hase will have some power dependence, d� /dP through
elf-phase modulation and through a resonant contribu-
ion to the index of refraction from the Er gain medium
which only vanishes for a truly Lorentzian gain profile).
he overall sensitivity of the offset frequency is df0 /dP=
�2
�−1��0dfr /dP+ frd� /dP�. The ratio of this value to Eq.

1.3) gives the mode number and finally the frequency of
he fixed point [9],

�fix
pump = �c + fr� d�

2
dP�� � dfr

frdP�
0

� �c, �1.4�

hich is typically equal to the carrier frequency as indi-
ated since the second term is typically ��c [8], although
t is possible that the various terms in Eq. (1.3) almost
ancel such that df /dP→0 and the fixed point moves sig-
r
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ificantly from the carrier frequency [9]. (In contrast, a
odel for a dispersion-managed solitonic laser with no fi-

er or resonant gain dispersion includes only the weak
elf-steepening effect and self-phase modulation, which
re of comparable magnitude so that the fixed point is far
rom the carrier frequency [51].)

Since the number of terms in Eq. (1.3) makes an exact
alculation difficult, it is safest to simply measure the

Table 1. Fixed Point, Frequency Dependen
to the Frequency N

oise Term
Fixed Point

�vfix�
Frequen

Depende

nvironmental
length)a,b

0–3 THz
�1 THz�

f−1

nvironmental
loss or pump power)

�c

�200 THz�
�f�1+ �f / f3 d
f3 dB=5–10

ump noise ��c

�200 THz�
�1+ �f / f3 dB
f3 dB=5–10

ntracavity ASE
quantum limit)

��c

�190 THz�
f0

upercontinuum and
hot noised

NAc f2

nvironmental
external path length)e

0–2 THz f

aThese values are used in calculating the frequency noise PSD at any point across
. The magnitude of the repetition rate noise is expressed in terms of the fractional

bThe actual dependence will vary from a strict 1 / f rolloff.
cf3 dB=6 kHz for the plotted values in Figs. 5 and 6.
dFor the purposes of calculating the frequency noise from the given Sr�1�, assume

s purely a notational convenience to include this term in the table.
eAs in b, the actual frequency dependence of the length fluctuations will vary fro

inear dependence on f . The magnitude will vary strongly with experimental conditi

ig. 6. (Color online) Linewidth across the comb. The total line-
idth (solid black curve) has a dominant contribution from the
ump noise (red, dotted curve) with additional contributions
rom the quantum limit (green, dashed-dotted curve), and envi-
onmental 1/ f noise from cavity length fluctuations (blue, long
ashed curve) and cavity loss fluctuations or 1/ f pump fluctua-
ions (brown, short dashed curve). The values and color coding
sed in these graphs are identical to those in Fig. 5. The contri-
ution of the 1/ f noise is calculated over an (arbitrary) time win-
ow of 1 ms. The total linewidth is approximated as the sum in
uadrature of the individual components. The extracavity noise
erms do not contribute significantly to the linewidth. The line-
idth of the measured offset frequency beat is simply the value
t �0 THz.
xed point and the value of �dfr /dP�0 using the technique
llustrated in Fig. 3. The laser’s response to pump fluctua-
ions will roll off with increasing Fourier frequency be-
ond the characteristic low-pass frequency cutoff of f3 dB
o that the PSD describing the fractional frequency fluc-
uation in terms of the pump laser relative intensity noise
RIN), SRINpump, is [11,12]

Sr
pump�f� = B

1

1 + �f/f3 dB�2SRINpump 1/Hz�, �1.5�

here the measured value of B= �Pdfr / frdP�0
2�4�10−11

nd f3 dB�6 kHz (see Ref. [12] or Fig. 3). Equations (1.4)
nd (1.5) are used in Eq. (1.2) to generate the appropriate
ontribution to the full PSD, Eq. (1.1). A pump RIN of
RINpump of −131 dBc/Hz yields the fitted value Sr

pump�f�
sed in Table 1 and Fig. 5.

. Intracavity Noise: Environmental Perturbations
here are a number of possible environmental effects on

he mode-locked laser including cavity length changes
hrough thermal effects on the fiber or baseplate, vibra-
ionally induced length changes, thermally induced bire-
ringence changes, vibrationally induced changes in the
avity loss, etc. We consider two effects here: a cavity
ength change and a cavity loss change. In addition to the
ependence of the comb on pump power, Ref. [8] gives
ransfer functions, equivalent to the derivatives dXf0 and
Xfr, versus cavity length or loss. These give a fixed point
or length change of

d Magnitude of the Various Contributions
on the Comb Lines

Magnitude at f=1 Hz
Sr�1� in Units of 1/Hz Suppress by

10−22 Environmental
isolation

10−21 Environmental
Isolation, reduce f3 dB

3�10−24 Reduce pump RIN and
cavity f3 dB

3�10−25 Reduce effective
cavity loss

6�10−23 to 6�10−24 Higher peak
powers

10−32 Minimize extra
path lengths

b. The values in parentheses for the fixed point are the values used in Figs. 5, 6, and
the repetition rate.

tive fixed point of 0 THz, so that the total contribution is f2��n / fr�2Sr�1�. This choice

t 1 / f rolloff and therefore the effect on the frequency noise will vary from a simple
ce, an
oise

cy
nce

B�2��−1

kHzc

�2�−1
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�fix
length = �c�1 −

vgroup
L

vphase
L � = 0 to 3 THz, �1.6�

here �c is the carrier frequency, and vgroup �phase�
L is the

roup (phase) velocity associated with the added cavity
ength. Again this result is independent of whether the la-
er is solitonic or stretched pulse. If the added cavity
ength has exactly the same group and phase velocities as
he cavity, then �fix

length= f0�2 THz. (The “theoretical”
alue for f0 discussed in Subsection 2.B.) If the added cav-
ty length is in an air path, then �fix

length=0. For a general
ber stretcher, vgroup

L �vphase
L , and the fixed point is

0.01�c (� the carrier frequency �c=200 THz). This ex-
ression [Eq. (1.6)] assumes that the change in length is
ot associated with any cavity loss or change in cavity bi-
efringence, both of which will move the fixed point (see
elow for a discussion of the cavity loss). The associated
ractional noise in the repetition frequency is

Sr
length�f� = � fr

vgroup
L �2

Slength�f� 1/Hz�, �1.7�

hich falls off roughly as 1/ f in Fourier frequency. For
emperature changes, we consider Slength to describe the
effective” length changes in the fiber �L given by �L /L
10−5 K−1. Equations (1.6) and (1.7) are used in Eq. (1.2)

o calculate S�n
length in Eq. (1.1). The value of Sr

length�f�
10−22/ f in Table 1 corresponds to Slength�f�=1.6�10−3/ f

nm2/Hz�, which could be attributed to the quite low tem-
erature fluctuations of ST=1/ f ��K2/Hz� in the kilohertz
egion. (At lower Fourier frequencies, this noise will in-
rease dramatically as shown in Fig. 8.)

For a cavity loss change, the effect is similar to that
rom pump noise, discussed above, and is difficult to dis-
inguish from 1/ f pump noise. However, we include it sim-
ly to show that the environmental fluctuations can cause
oise with dramatically different character (i.e., com-
letely different fixed points and spectral PSD shapes),
epending on whether the cavity length or loss is affected.
s with the pump-induced noise, the fixed point is typi-
ally near the carrier frequency:

�fix
loss � �c. �1.8�

ssuming gain dispersion dominates, the fractional fre-
uency fluctuations fr are

Sr
loss�f� = B

1

1 + �f + f3 dB�2Sloss�f�1/Hz�, �1.9�

here the PSD describing the Sloss fluctuations is ex-
ected to fall off as 1/ f and B is defined as in Eq. (1.5).
he value of Sr

loss�f� in Table 1 corresponds to Sloss=2.5
10−11/ f, although at least a portion of this noise could

qually well be attributed to 1/ f noise on the pump power.

. Intracavity Noise: Amplified-Spontaneous-
mission-Induced Noise (Quantum-Limited Noise)
he effect of ASE was first analyzed by Hauss and
ecozzi [36] for soliton lasers using soliton perturbation

heory. Later, Paschotta [37] and Paschotta et al. [38]
ointed out that the ASE-induced noise is not specific to
olitonic lasers but can be derived for any general shaped
aser pulse essentially using a moment method [52]. In
hat vein, the formalism of Ref. [8] can also be used to
ield the same results as in Ref. [37]. ASE-induced noise
s sometimes referred to as the “quantum limit” for the
oise of the mode-locked laser since the ASE ultimately
rises from quantum vacuum fluctuations. (This limit is
eparate from the quantum limit resulting from shot
oise on the output laser pulse.)
The ASE will add to the pulse as it circulates around

he cavity, leading to fluctuations in the pulse energy, car-
ier phase, frequency, and timing. These fluctuations are
ncorrelated so that there is not a single fixed point to de-
cribe all effects. (Returning to the simple derivation of
he fixed point, the ASE has effectively infinite degrees of
reedom and cannot be described by a single parameter,
.) However, we can consider the ASE-induced noise in

erms of two overall noise sources: a timing jitter and a
hase jitter [37,38]. The timing jitter dominates the comb
inewidth away from its fixed point, which must be at the
arrier frequency,

�fix
ASE,timing = �c, �1.10�

nd drives fractional fluctuation in the repetition fre-
uency about this point of [36–38,53]

Sr
ASE,timing�f� = 2fr

2� �1 + nsp�h�G

Pcirc
�

�	trms
2 + � �2

4Dg�rms
�
 1/Hz�,

�1.11�

here G is the cavity power gain (equal to the cavity loss),
sp is the effective spontaneous emission factor averaged
ver the length of the Er-doped fiber [54] to which 1 is
dded to effectively account for the quantum noise from
avity loss [55], Pcirc is the circulating laser power, �2 is
he net cavity dispersion, and Dg is the gain dispersion.
he first term in brackets results directly from the ASE-

nduced timing jitter, and the second term results indi-
ectly from the ASE-induced frequency jitter coupled with
he cavity dispersion. To account for either a sech2 pulse
hape from a solitonic laser or a Gaussian-like shape from
stretched-pulse laser, the expression is written in terms

f the rms pulse width, trms, and the rms spectral width,
rms. (For a highly stretched-pulse laser an appropriately
veraged value of the rms widths is needed.) Strictly
peaking the second term rolls off near fr along with the
arrier frequency fluctuations [8]. Additional nonlinear ef-
ects are negligible. Unlike the pump-power induced
oise, Eq. (1.5), this expression is independent of f, which

s, experimentally, the only strongly observable difference
etween the two.
For completeness, we note the additional phase noise

itter leads to the Schawlow–Townes limit, which is the
ame for all modes [56], and is [37,38]

S�n
ASE,ST = 2

fr
2

�2
�2� �1 + nsp�h�G

Pcirc
� Hz2/Hz�, �1.12�

hich is typically negligible compared to other noise
erms.
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The value of Sr
ASE,timing�f�=3�10−25 quoted in Table 1

nd used in Fig. 5 was chosen to agree with experiment.
e can compare with the value expected from Eq. (1.11).
ased on the pump power of �110 mW, the laser output
ower of �8 mW, and an assumed quantum efficiency of
0% for the 1480 nm pump, the overall gain (or loss) of
he cavity is G= �110/8��0.7��1480/1560��10, a result of
ntracavity loss, nonoptimal gain length, and spectral
roadening outside of the gain window. The effective
alue of nsp=2 corresponds to a 6 dB noise figure for the
r gain section, which is not unreasonable for a 1480 nm
ump and operation well into gain saturation. For Pcirc
10 mW and a rough estimate of the average rms pulse
idth for the intracavity stretched pulse of trms=400 fs,

r
ASE,timing�f�=3�10−25.

. Extracavity Noise: Environmental Terms
nvironmentally induced fiber or air path length changes
utside the cavity will also cause noise. If the offending
ath length change is within the feedback path of the sys-
em, it can be removed, but invariably there are “out-of-
oop” paths that are uncompensated, contributing a frac-
ional frequency noise of

S�n
length,ext�f� � �2
f�n

vph
�2

Slength�f� Hz2/Hz�. �1.13�

or simplicity, we have ignored dispersion, which will
hift the fixed point to the terahertz regime. Assuming a

ig. 7. (a) Schematic of a low-noise fiber-laser frequency comb s
o measure the frequency of a laser under test. For the optical het
he laser design uses an air gap as shown in Ref. [12] but all-fib
oled lithium niobate. Note the enhanced signal at 1037 nm, whi
s from a fiber Bragg grating incorporated into the HNLF (Ref. [6
nd doubled 2074 nm light, which has a 43 dB SNR in 300 kHz r
he repetition rate beat and another f beat. (There are two such
0
m patch cord with an effective coefficient of thermal ex-
ansion of 10−5/K and external temperature noise of
0.01/ f �mK�2 /Hz for kilohertz Fourier frequencies, then

�n
length,ext�f�= �10−32��n

2f Hz2/Hz, as quoted in Table 1 and
sed to generate Fig. 5 from Eq. (1.1).

. Extracavity Noise: Shot Noise and
upercontinuum Generation
ypically, individual comb teeth are measured by hetero-
yning them against a cw laser. Shot noise from the lim-
ted power in an individual comb tooth will result in white
hase noise of S�n

shot noise= �� /2�Nn, where � is the detec-
ion efficiency, and Nn is the number of photons associ-
ted with the nth mode. For a typical detected power of
nJ per comb tooth, S�n

shot noise�10−10 rad2/Hz, yielding a
ignal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 45 dB in a 300 kHz band-
idth and a frequency noise contribution of S�n

shot noise

10−10f2 Hz2/Hz. However, the power per tooth clearly
aries strongly with wavelength [see Fig. 7(b) for an ex-
mple of our supercontinuum spectrum], and therefore so
ill the shot-noise floor. Moreover, this represents a lower

imit to the phase-noise floor, which will likely be limited
n practice by the noise generated during the supercon-
inuum formation, discussed below.

It has been well established in Ti:sapphire frequency
ombs that there is significant excess amplitude and
hase noise generated during supercontinuum broaden-
ng in the microstructure fiber, due to the presence of both

. The comb is phase-locked to a cw reference oscillator and used
e measurements, balanced detection is used to enhance the SNR.
igns are possible as well. (b) Supercontinuum after periodically

he doubled light from 2074 nm. The enhanced signal at 1126 nm
The unlocked f0 beat signal from heterodyning the fundamental
on bandwidth. The uptake on the edges of the beat is a result of
in every f =50 MHz increment.)
ystem
erodyn
er des

ch is t
0]). (c)
esoluti

beats
 r
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ow-frequency technical amplitude noise and broadband
nput shot noise [39–42]. Qualitatively, the same excess
oise will be expected for the supercontinuum generation

n the highly nonlinear fiber used in fiber frequency
ombs. Indeed, the basic explanation of the noise genera-
ion in microstructure fibers was based on earlier work in
oise exploring continuum formation at 1550 nm [57,58].
here are several differences between the fiber comb sys-
em and the Ti:sapphire comb system. First, the low-pass
lter response of the mode-locked fiber laser can signifi-
antly modify the amplitude noise caused by fluctuations
n the pump amplitude. This technical amplitude noise

ay be further modified by the effective frequency re-
ponse of the subsequent amplifier. Second, in the case of
upercontinuum broadening for Ti:sapphire systems, the
ource of the broadband noise was the input shot noise,
hereas here the source of the broadband noise is ASE

rom the amplifier and the laser gain media. Although
here has been no quantitative work to date, qualitatively
his ASE will lead to excess phase and amplitude noise on
he supercontinuum generated in the HNLF. To the ex-
ent the dominant amplitude noise seed is the “flat” ASE
rom the amplifier and cavity, the resulting phase noise
ill also be flat, i.e., independent of Fourier frequency f.
nder this assumption, the supercontinuum-related
oise and shot noise have the same behavior and can be
ummed

S�n
shot noise�f� + S�n

supercontinuum�f� = Af2 Hz2/Hz�.

�1.14�

he white phase noise floor does not contribute to the
inewidth [see Eq. (1.16)], although a raised noise floor
ill limit the SNR (as illustrated in Fig. 4), which can

ause difficulties when “counting” a heterodyne beat or
or phase locking the comb since sufficient SNR is needed
or the electronic feedback. In Fig. 5, A varies from 10−9 to
0−10 for SNRs in a 300 kHz bandwidth ranging from 35
o 45 dB.

. DETAILED COMB CONFIGURATION AND
XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
detailed schematic of our present comb is given in Fig.

(a) and follows the general discussion of Section 2. The
omb, discussed in some detail in Refs. [11,12,14], is based
n a highly stretched-pulse fiber ring laser pumped by
10 mW of light at 1480 nm and produces �8 mW of out-
ut power with fr of 50 MHz in chirped, �80 nm wide
ulses. No particular special effort was made to reduce
he intracavity loss or effective noise figure of the gain
edium that might help reduce the ASE-induced quan-

um limited noise. The effect of pump noise is reduced by
perating the pump diode at its maximum rated operat-
ng power and then attenuated to the appropriate level
11,12]. The laser rests on a temperature-controlled base-
late and is placed within an enclosure to minimize envi-
onmentally induced noise. In addition, the amplifier and
NLF are in a temperature-controlled box to avoid slow

hanges in fiber birefringence that otherwise must be
ompensated for by occasionally adjusting the polariza-
ion controllers (not shown) before and after the Er am-
lifier.
The laser pulses are amplified in 50 cm of Er-doped fi-

er, which is backward-pumped at 980 nm. [A 980 nm
ump was chosen to avoid spectrally clipping the ampli-
ed pulse from the pump wavelength division multiplexer
WDM).] The amplifier length was chosen by observing
he green fluorescence from the Er fiber with an incident
aser pulse train and cutting back to the point at which
he green fluorescence began to diminish assuming that
he gain also began to diminish at that point. The length
f the standard single-mode fiber (SMF-28) before �50 cm�
nd after �40 cm� the Er fiber was selected by minimizing
he amplified output pulse duration. The amplified pulse
s injected into a 23 cm long piece of UV-treated HNLF
59,60], which generates the supercontinuum [see Fig.
(b)]. This is followed by a short piece of SMF-28 fiber
hat provides phase compensation between the 1 and
�m ends of the supercontinuum, as required for collin-

ar detection of f0 [2,46]. The supercontinuum is coupled
ut of the fiber through a piece of periodically poled
ithium niobate to double the 2074 nm light to 1037 nm,
nd coupled back into single-mode (at 1 �m) optical fiber.
he beat between this “doubled” 1037 nm light and the

undamental supercontinuum light at 1037 nm provides
0 [see Fig. 7(c)].

Depending on the amplifier settings, laser settings, and
olarization controller settings, the observed SNR on the

0 beat signal can vary substantially and reaches the req-
isite levels to achieve a reasonable phase lock (e.g.,
0 dB in 300 kHz bandwidth) only over a fairly narrow
ange of these operating conditions. Furthermore this
NR must be achieved simultaneously for both the f0 beat
ignal and the heterodyne beat signals between the comb
nd the optical reference as well as any optical source to
e measured. These various beat signals are not necessar-
ly optimum under the same conditions and two different
pproaches have been taken to achieving good SNR si-
ultaneously on all the beat signals. First, the laser out-

ut can be split into two branches with two distinct am-
lifiers and HNLF sections; the output of one branch is
sed to generate an f0 beat signal, while the other branch

s optimized for the desired spectrum [4]. This two-branch
pproach is quite robust but comes at the cost of a second
mplifier and additional differential phase noise between
he two branches. A second approach, followed here, is to
se tailored HNLF fiber with UV-induced Bragg gratings
o enhance the supercontinuum generation at the desired
avelengths by �10 dB [60,61]. This second approach

omes at the cost of the technical challenge of making the
pecialty fiber and some loss in measurement flexibility
ince the specialty fiber will be tailored to specific wave-
engths.

In the past, we have used fiber-optic WDMs to split the
ight for detection; here, however we use a combination of
ree-space dichroics and gratings to allow for the greatest
exibility in wavelength selection and to minimize out-of-

oop path lengths and their associated phase noise. The
eat signal between the optical reference and the comb
ooth at �nref is generated by coupling the desired wave-
ength of comb light selected from the grating back into
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ingle-mode fiber and mixing with the cw reference laser
ight in a fused fiber coupler. Balanced detection is em-
loyed to improve the SNR by increasing the signal power
nd suppressing any amplitude noise. Figure 8 shows an
xample of measured frequency noise PSDs for the f0, and
or the comb modes at 1535 and 1126 nm. Also plotted is
he fitted frequency noise PSD using Eq. (1.1) from Sec-
ion 3.

ig. 8. Free-running frequency noise PSD for the comb mode at
a) f0 (near 112 MHz), (b) 1535 nm, and (c) 1126 nm as measured
y beating the comb against a narrow linewidth cw laser. The
olid curve is the measured data and the dashed curve is the fit-
ed data using the model in Section 3 (solid black curve in Fig. 5).
he deviations in (b) in the middle frequencies are a result of the
omplex vibrational spectrum that we have not attempted to
odel.

ig. 9. (Color online) Frequency noise PSD for the comb tooth at
ffset frequency locked (solid gray curve), and after locking the
ocking only the offset frequency is the removal of the pump-indu
0 kHz. The locked and unlocked noise PSD cross at an effectiv
eterodyne beat signal between the comb tooth near 1126 nm and

ng to the blue frequency noise PSD in part (a). The central spike
To stabilize the comb, we apply feedback to the cavity
ength and the pump power. A reasonable cavity feedback
andwidth for stabilization of the comb tooth at �nref is
chieved by use of a low-bandwidth (first resonance at
kHz), high-dynamic-range fiber stretcher in conjunction
ith a high-bandwidth (first resonance at 40 kHz), lower-
ynamic-range fiber stretcher. The feedback bandwidth
or stabilizing the offset frequency through the pump
ower modulation can be limited by the rolloff in the re-
ponse of the mode-locked laser to pump power changes
t �5–10 kHz. However, since this response follows a
imple low-pass filter, phase-lead compensation can ex-
end the bandwidth to �80 kHz, and even higher band-
idths should be possible with faster electronics [11,12].
The unlocked and in-loop locked frequency noise PSD

or f0 are compared in Ref. [12], and the unlocked and in-
oop locked frequency noise PSD for �nref are compared in
ig. 9. As discussed in Ref. [14], the integrated phase
oise is 1 and 0.35 rad for f0 and �nref, respectively, out to
.5 MHz, with a projected integrated phase noise of 1.3
nd 0.5 rad out to the Nyquist frequency of 25 MHz.
hese tight phase locks also result in a low, counterlim-

ted error on the counted in-loop frequency noise, shown
n Fig. 10. The corresponding 10 s stability from these
ight locks is below �0.15 mHz� / �200 THz�=0.76�10−18.
t these levels, the stability of any measurement will be

imited by out-of-loop fiber or air paths necessary to con-
ect the comb light with the laser under test.

. RESIDUAL NOISE ON A
HASE-LOCKED SYSTEM
e are interested in answering the question: if we mea-

ure the in-loop phase-locked frequency noise PSD at f0

m for an unlocked comb (solid black curve), a comb with just the
ooth at 1126 nm to the cw laser (solid blue curve). The effect of
ise, which otherwise dominates for Fourier frequencies from 1 to
ack bandwidth of 25 kHz. (b) An example in-loop, phase-locked
ser at 1126 nm for a resolution bandwidth of 3 kHz, correspond-
erent peak with an instrument-limited linewidth (below 0.1 Hz).

ig. 10. Counted optical beat signal, shifted to −1 mHz (solid
urve) and the counted offset frequency beat signal, shifted to
1 mHz, (dashed curve) for a 10 s gate time. The 150 �Hz stan-
ard deviation in the counts is due to the frequency counter.
1126 n
comb t
ced no
e feedb
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nd �nref, what can we say about the frequency noise PSD
t other frequencies across the comb? First, measurement
f the noise on f0 and �nref, tells us very little about the
xtracavity noise contributions at other frequencies. The
hite phase noise floor from shot noise or supercon-

inuum noise is expected to vary significantly across the
omb, and indeed this is observed in the noise floors in
ef. [14]. In addition, extracavity noise from different
ath lengths for f0, �nref, and other �n can easily be
resent, depending on the experimental configuration.
However, measurements of the in-loop frequency noise

f f0 and �nref do tell us about the intracavity noise contri-
utions at other comb modes, �n. In terms of the two
hase-locked frequencies, f0 and �nref, the comb frequen-
ies are �n=r�nref+ �1−r�f0, where r�n /nref. Therefore,
he residual frequency noise PSD at the comb tooth �n
nd Fourier frequency f is S�n�f�=r2S�nref�f�+ �1−r�2S0�f�
2n�f�r�1−r��S�nref�f�S0�f�, where −1�n�f��1 is the
ormalized cross-correlation coefficient between the noise
n the offset frequency S0�f� and the noise on the phase-
ocked comb tooth at �nrefS�nref�f�. The first two terms can
e written in exactly the form of Eq. (1.2); in other words,
hey describe noise that increases quadratically from
xed points at 0 THz and vnref. The cross correlation ex-
resses the fact that the true fixed points may differ. In
ef. [14], �nref corresponded to 1550 nm, which is very
ear the fixed point for both quantum noise and pump
oise, while the locked f0�100 MHz was “near” the true
xed point of �1 THz for length fluctuations (at least
elative to optical frequencies). Therefore � � �0. This
act, in conjunction with the low value of S0�f�, resulted in
ood agreement when only the first term S�n�f�
r2S�nref�f� was retained. Specifically, if S0�f��42S�n�f�,

he cross-correlation term can be safely ignored.
However, in general, in order to calculate the noise on a

iven tooth S�n�f�, one needs to know, or at least limit, the
alues of the cross-correlation coefficient n�f�. For ex-
mple, if the comb is locked to light at 1126 nm (as in Fig.
), the lock point is far from any fixed point associated
ith specific noise terms. Therefore we expect correla-

ions between the residual noise on the offset frequency
nd optical lock. Indeed Fig. 9 shows the measured fre-
uency noise PSD on the comb at 1126 both with and
ithout the offset frequency phase locked.
Based on the simple parabolic form of the intracavity

oise [see Eq. (1.2)], we can make the following general
tatement regarding n�f�. If the fixed points for the po-
ential noise terms contributing to the residual noise, fall
t frequencies within the range of f0 and vnref (as is the
ase for locking the comb to the 1126 nm laser light), then
he cross correlation will always be less than zero, �0,
nd it is a reasonable upper limit to calculate the residual
hase noise on the intervening comb teeth using =0.
onversely, if the fixed points for the noise terms fall out-
ide of the range of f0 and �nref, then �0. Finally, as
tated above, if the fixed points for the noise fall on the
wo lock points, f0 and �nref, as was approximately the
ase in Ref. [14] then =0.

. CONCLUSION
n this paper, we have described the design and underly-
ng physics behind a low-noise fiber frequency comb. The
omb described here operates with a noise well below that
f the quantum limit imposed by the intracavity ASE. For
xample, from the values in Table 1 and Eq. (1.16), the
uantum-limited linewidth is �5 kHz at 1126 nm,
hereas the phase-locked linewidth is instrument limited

o below 0.1 Hz.
We have based our discussion on our current low-noise,

0 MHz, Er-fiber-laser-based frequency comb. However,
ost of the values in Table 1 should apply equally well to

ther Er-fiber-laser-based systems, in particular the fixed
oints and the frequency dependence should be similar.
he magnitude of the noise (the third column in Table 1)
ill, of course, scale with the external noise source [see
qs. (1.5), (1.7), (1.9), (1.11), and (1.13)]. Qualitatively, the
verall discussion should apply equally well to Yb-based
ber-laser frequency combs. Finally, it is interesting to
onsider the scaling with repetition frequency (ignoring
ny thermal effects that may crop up at higher pumping
owers.) A useful metric is the comb frequency noise at
ome specific optical frequency. By Eq. (1.2), we would ex-
ect the intracavity noise to scale with the magnitude of
he fractional frequency noise on the repetition frequency,

r
X�f�. Assuming a constant pulse energy, for all the intra-
avity noise sources this fractional noise increases with fr
ither linearly or quadratically, which yields a gradual de-
line in the comb performance as the repetition rate is in-
reased. However, there are many other good reasons to
ush toward higher repetition frequencies, and such a lin-
ar increase in noise power could easily be compensated
or by more careful design of a low-noise oscillator.

It is interesting to review why such low-noise fiber-
aser frequency comb is possible at all. There are at least
hree major contributing factors. First, the passive mode-
ocking mechanism in the laser uses the rapid Kerr non-
inearity in the optical fiber and is extremely effective in
ocking the relative phases of all participating laser

odes despite any perturbations, as indicated by the abil-
ty to generate transform-limited 100 fs pulses after cor-
ecting for any steady chirp on the output pulse. There-
ore, despite the large number of participating laser
odes, any noise on the laser cavity perturbs only the
odes spacing or offset frequency but not the individual
odes separately. Second, unlike a cw fiber laser, a mode-

ocked fiber laser will not suffer from relaxation oscilla-
ions. Instead, the system is overdamped giving a low-
ass filter response to pump-power changes [8,9,62] that
reatly reduces pump-induced noise at high Fourier fre-
uencies, although the quantum-limited noise does re-
ain. The final critical factor has been the development of

pecialty fiber with a nonlinearity sufficiently high to al-
ow for continuum generation with low excess phase noise
13,43,60].

The basic prescription for a low-noise frequency comb is
airly clear; it involves reducing the effect of the various
oise terms and achieving as high a feedback bandwidth
s possible for both the pump-power feedback through
aster electronics [12] and the cavity length, possibly by
ncluding an electro-optic phase modulator [49]. The most
mportant noise terms are environmental noise at low fre-
uencies, pump noise at intermediate frequencies,
uantum- or ASE-driven noise at higher frequencies, and
ltimately shot noise and supercontinuum noise at even
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igher frequencies. The environmental noise can be re-
uced by good isolation as with any laser. The pump noise
an be reduced by using a low-noise pump, for example, a
et of distributed feedback lasers, and by operating the la-
er with a strong damping, which is expected to increase
ith higher circulating pulse energies. Stronger damping

ranslates to a lower rolloff frequency f3 dB and therefore
ess sensitivity to pump fluctuations. (For the highest
uppression of residual pump-induced noise through feed-
ack, one would like a high feedback bandwidth, which
ould naively require a high f3 dB. This contradictory re-
uirement is satisfied by phase-lead compensation that
an increase the feedback bandwidth well beyond f3 dB
11,12].) The quantum noise is reduced by reducing the
avity loss and increasing the circulating pump power. Fi-
ally, it is likely that the supercontinuum noise could be
educed by even higher peak-power pulses or higher non-
inearity fiber, but more work is needed in this area. With
uture improvements in the laser design, there is no rea-
on that the fiber-laser frequency comb cannot exhibit
ven lower residual phase noise with an ultimate limit
robably set by the supercontinuum noise.

PPENDIX A: NOISE POWER SPECTRAL
ENSITY AND LINEWIDTH
he electric field of the comb can be written in terms of a
arrier frequency, �c, and envelope, A�t�, as E�t�
A�t�exp�i2
�ct�. For the comb at discrete frequencies �n,

E�t� = � Ãnei�2
�n+�n�, �A1�

here the spectrum is given by the frequency-shifted
ourier transform of the envelope function, Ã��n−�c�
Ãn exp�i�n�. In the absence of noise, Eq. (A1) describes a

um of perfect cw oscillators. The presence of noise is in-
luded by assuming there are slow variations in the enve-
ope function (and carrier frequency) so that the comb
tructure is maintained but the amplitude, An, and phase,
n, of each oscillator varies on the “slow” time scale, T [8].
e will ignore the amplitude noise hereafter. The instan-

aneous frequency of the oscillator is �n�T�=�n
�2
�−1d�n�T� /dT. As with rf oscillators [50], rather than
haracterize the noise in the phase, �n�T�, or frequency,
n�T�, in time, T, we Fourier transform the noise and
quare it to arrive at a single-sided PSD for either the
hase fluctuations, S�n�f�= ��̃n

2� in rad2/Hz or frequency
uctuations, S�n�f�= ��̃n

2�= f2S�n�f� in Hz2/Hz as a function
f the Fourier frequencies, f for the nth oscillator, where
he tilde represents Fourier transform with respect to T
nd angle brackets indicate a statistical average.
The comb mode FWHM linewidth can be measured by

eterodyning the comb with a narrow cw laser and mea-
uring the FWHM of the rf heterodyne beat signal. The
inewidth of the comb mode, which is a single number,
rovides nowhere near as complete a description as the
requency or phase noise PSD, but it is often more experi-
entally accessible. The linewidth can be derived directly

rom the phase or frequency PSD, either numerically by
ntegration of the appropriate expression or through stan-
ard Monte Carlo techniques (which can be useful in the
ase that the PSD diverges steeply at zero Fourier fre-
uency). Analytical expressions for simple PSD shapes
ave also been derived previously and are summarized
elow [12,50,63–65]:

�n = 
S�n�0�

for S�n�f� = constant �white frequency noise�,

�n = 
�S�n�0�f3 dB

for S�n�f� =
S�n�0�

1 + �f/f3 dB�2 , ��n � f3 dB,

�n = finst

for S�n�f� = constant � ln�2�/fNyq,

�n = finst

for ��n
2 �finst/2,fNyq� � ln�2�,

finst = instrument-limited bandwidth,

�n = �4 ln�2�K4.3 + ln�4.3 � 4
2K�c
2.1��

for S�n�f� = K/f, if �2
�2K�c � 1, �1.16�

here fNyq= fr /2 is the Nyquist frequency and in the last
xpression �c is the observation time. The first expression
ill be useful for the intracavity ASE-induced noise, the

econd for the intracavity pump-induced noise, the third
or a phase-locked system with white phase noise, the
ourth expression is a generalization of the third [63], and
he final expression for 1/ f environmental noise. For our
onditions and a cutoff time of 1 ms, the last expression
educes to ��=5.5Svn�1��1/2, used in generating the line-
idths for Fig. 6.
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